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Legislation instruments in Map 
Below are some instructions for the creation and maintenance of legislation instruments in Map — for: 

• new (original) legislation instruments (page 2) 

• amended (consolidated) instruments (page 3) 

• approvals or extensions granted for rural assistance under the Special Needs Grants Programme (page 5) 

As each instrument in Map has an online (HTML) version and a hard copy (PDF) version, there are separate instructions for each. 

The instruments in question are the: 

• ministerial directions 

• welfare programmes 

The approvals or extensions for rural assistance don't constitute a separate welfare programme, but are included separately in Map for administrative ease. 

The only other instrument in Map is the Notice of Eligibility for Loans Under the Residential Care Loan Scheme (Effective On and After 15 August 2009), which is 
listed at the bottom of the regulations page. This instrument has never been amended. 
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1 Using a "toc" form for the index page, and a "legislation" form for the other pages. 
2 There is a separate content element for these in the "legislation" form. (The link-checking function doesn't check these links, which is a defect in TeamSite.) 
3 If any of this information isn't available at the time, it'll need to be added later. 
4 Or a DOCX version. 
5 This will sometimes include the deletion (revocation) of existing pages. 
6 If any of this information isn't available at the time, it'll need to be added later. 
7 This is all pages, including those not affected by changes specified in the amending instrument. 
8 This is all pages, including those not affected by changes specified in the amending instrument. 
9 There is a separate content element for these in the "legislation" form. (The link-checking function doesn't check these links, which is a defect in TeamSite.) 
10 If the instrument has been re-named, add its previous name to the instruments' index page with a "[previously known as … ]" comment. 
11 If the instrument has been re-named, add its previous name to the instruments' index page with a "[previously known as … ]" comment. 
12 Using a "legislation" form. 
13 The same wording is used for approvals and extensions. 
14 If any of this information isn't available at the time, it'll need to be added later. 
15 There is a separate content element for these in the "legislation" form. (The link-checking function doesn't check these links, which is a defect in TeamSite.) 
16 If any of this information isn't available at the time, it'll need to be added later. 

 


